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Nebraska Public Power District

GENERAL OFFICE
p.O. BOX 499. COLUMBUS. NEBRASKA 68601
TELEPHONE (402) ~64.8561
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May 3, 1974

,f

I

Mr. L. Manning Muntzing
Director of Regulation
Office of Regulation
United States Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C. 20545
Dear Mr. Muntzing:
Subject:

Amendment No. 33 to Operating License DPR-46
for Cooper Nuclear Station
AEC Docket No. 50-298

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the
Commission's rules and regulations thereunder, Nebraska Public
POwer District, Columbus, Nebraska, hereby submits additional
information relevant to the proposed modifications to the Reactor
Building crane and associated systems to reduce the probability
of a fuel cask drop to an acceptably low level.
This amendment provides information requested by the regulatory
staff personnel during the course of technical discussions
regarding the proposed Reactor Building crane modification.
In addition to three Signed originals, 77 copies of this amendment
are also submitted.
Respectfully submitted,
NEBRASKA PUBLIC POWER DISTRICT

STATE OF NEBRASKA )
) SS:
PLATTE COUNTY
)

Mr. 1. Manning Huntzing
May 3, 1974
Page 2

Jay M. Pilant, being first duly sworn, disposes and says that he is
an authorized representative of the Nebraska Public Power District,
a public corporation and political subdivision of the State of
Nebraska; that he is duly authorized to execute this amendment on
behalf of Nebraska Public Power District; and that the statements
in said application are true to the best of his knowledge and belief.

Subscribed in my presence and sworn to before me this __~3~r~d__ day
of May, 1974.
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NEBRASKA PUBLIC POWER DISTRICT

COOPER NUCLEAR STATION
Final Safety Analysis Report

DOCKET,NUMBER 50-298
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AMENDMENT 33

(

Amendment No. 33
CNS-33
1.0

Introduction

Supplementing our response in Amendment #19, and superseding our response
in Amendment #26, Question 10.22, relative to our selection of a dual load path
hoisting system to reduce the probability of dropping a spent fuel cask during its
handling operations over the spent fuel pool to an acceptably low level, modifica~
tions will be made to the existing Reactor Building Crane and Cask Yoke assembly.
~ ~
Crane modifications shall consist of a new trolley which will use a dual load path
Ii
hoisting system. This system will be available to prevent all postulated credible
~~
single-component failure over the total supporting load path from the cask supporting ()O
system through the redundant cask lifting yoke, the redundant hook, the dual load
path hoisting system to the crane bridge structure.
The requirements relative to the design of the crane for this system are
as follows:

1.1

Reactor Building Crane-Description of Modifications

a. The entire crane trolley and the existing bridge girders have been
reviewed for the revised trolley weights in conjunction with the lifted load
requirements to establish compliance with CMAA-70 permissible stress ranges.
Calculations indicate the following for the bridge girders:
(1)

I(

Normal Operating Conditions

Vertical loadings with impact as defined in section 70-3 of
CMAA-70 - stress level 12,500 psi VS. allowable 17,450 psi. Deflection has been
calculated to be 1.20 inches Va. 1.53 inches allowed.
(2)

Operating Conditions Plus Seismic (allowable stresses per
specification, are based on AISC code requirements for OBE
and 90% of minimum yield strength of material used for DBE)
Material A-36.
DBE wilOO Tons

OBE w/lOO Tons
Combined Vertical
& Horizontal 18,210
psi vs. 22,000 psi allowable
b.

Combined Vertical
& Horizontal 25,120
psi vs. 32,400 psi allowable

Crane capacity is adequate and shall remain as the original design,

namely:
Main Hoist - 100 tons
Au~iliary

c.

Hoist - 5 tonS

Crane stepless variable speeds

(ma~imum)

have been established as

follows:
Bridge

50 fpm at full load

Trolley

33 fpm at full load
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Main Hoist

5.7 fpm at full load
17 fpm at no load

Auxiliary Hoist

20 fpm at full load
60 fpm at no load

d. Mot'ors - General Electric, open ball bearing, drip proof, shunt
wound, crane type motors, with class B non-hygroscopic insulation, rated 30
minutes. Motors will comply with NEMA standards. Auxiliary hoist motor to be
gearhead type.
e. Controllers - EXisting Maxspeed 320 system for hoists, with
existing transfer switch for auxiliary hoist control from main hoist. Existing
Maxspeed 100 for trolley and bridge controls.
f.

Switchboard - The existing units have been reused.

g. Magnetic Brakes - Two (2) IC-9528 A-I03 16 inch DC magnet
operated electric shoe type brakes for main hoist. Two (2) rC-9528 A-I02
13 inch DC magnet operated electric shoe type brakes for auxiliary hoist.
h. Trolley Type - Three (3) motor type with welded steel frame;
center to center of trolley rails shall be 16'-6".
i. Trolley Drive - Enclosed speed reducer type plus an enclosed
Abart speed reducer located between motor and trolley drive.
j.

k.
main hoist.
hoist.

Wheels - 27 inch diameter fabricated from rolled steel material.
Drum - 58 inch diameter fabricated from steel materials for
24 inch diameter fabricated from stainless steel for auxiliary

1. Hoist: Ropes - Main hOist: shall consist of 12 parts 1\ inch
diameter Monitor AAA type r.W.R.C. Auxiliary hoist shall consist of 2 parts
5/8 inch diameter A 304 stainless steel with I.W.R.C. Main hoist ropes
attached to a specially damped equalizer assembly with unbalanced condition
limit switch cut-offs.
m. Limit Switch - Weight type control circuit switch plus screw
type for upper and lower hoist limits.
n. Load Block - Dual load path type with bronze bushed sheaves for
main load block and with forged steel main hook. Stainless steel yoke and hook
for auxiliary hoist.
o. Trolley Brakes - One (1) 1C-9516-160 and one (1) 1C-9516-l61 DC
solenoid operated electric shoe type b1akes.
type~

p.

Collectors - Double set of Insul - 8 shoe

q.

Stops - Double acting spring trolley bumpers.
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r. Main Hois t Inching Drive and Controls - AC squirrel cage
continuous duty 5HP motor with independent controls.
s.

Load Sensing readout with high and low limit cut-offs.

All crane parts shall e·qual or exceed design criteria as established

by CMAA Specification Q70, and shall be compatible with the requirements of the
Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 and as amended in 1971, as well as
ANSI B30.2.0.
The new trolley with its dual load path hoist system weighs 110,400 Ibs.
which is a 19,400 Ibs. increase oVer the weight of the existing trolley. All
calculations and analysis have taken this weight increase into account.
As a result of our investigation of the existing bridge crane and
associated crane runway support structures, no further revisions will be required
for handling this new trolley With its increased weight.
All analysis performed relative to the cask handling pro~edures incorporated loads based on the details of the General Electric IF300 cask.
This
cask weighs some 140,000 lbs. Should larger casks be placed into service,
compatibility with the stipulated safety requirements will be established.
Electrical power as presently prOVided for the existing Reactor Building
Crane will be adequate for all operational requirements of the cask handling
system.
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Both trolley and bridge use Maxspeed 100 adjustable voltage DC type
contr.ol. The drive motors are shuntwound DC crane hoist type rated at 30 minutes.
This control inherentlY has built into it a very fine inching and slow speed characteristic. If the motor is essentially "stalled" providing little or no movement,
the operating time must be limited to approximately 90 seconds. This is an unrealistic state, however, in that some inching speed is required for movement of the
load. As inching speed is approaching approximately 10% of full load speed, the
time this speed can be maintained increases rapidly to where essentially no time
limitations are imposed up to the 30 minute rating of the motor.
2.3

Inching Drive

An inching drive is provided on the dual path hoist as a gear motor with
a through shaft, chain driven clutch mounted along the main motor shafts coupling
both hoist input pinions (See Fig. 3). Since the main motor is a DC Maxspeed unit.
the inching motor is an AC squirrel .cage continuous duty motor to provide regenerative overspeed protection. We have provided separate controllers with electrical
interlocking tp prevent possible simultaneous operation of both motors. Inching
drive selection is provided at crane cab only, and not at the pendant station to
avoid a cumbersome pendant.
2.4

Equalizer Beam Limit Switch

The prime function of the equalizer beam is to assure that under normal
operation each rope takes an equal share of the load. This equal sharing continues
up until the point that the beam contacts its mechanical end stops. At the same
time the limit SWitch signal system is brought into play preventing further operation
until inspection and adjustment or other corrective action is taken.
The limit switch signal system on the equalizer beam of the hoist includes
a signal which will drop out the main disconnect of the crane, thereby rendering
the crane completely inoperative until tope adjustments have been completed. This
system includes an administrative key lock by-pass in the crane cab in order to
provide possible further operation of the main hoist system to lower the load after
any rope failure which would also trip the equalizer limit switch system. Additional
bridge conductors and trolley collectors are also provided to furnish control signal·
from the equalizer to the bridge mounted disconnect switch.
2.5

Hoist Brakes

(a) In conformance to CMAA U70 specification, both the main and auxiliary
hoisting units have power control braking .as well as each hoisting unit having two
holding brakes. Each holding brake exceeds the required CMAA D70 minimum of IOOX
torque in relation to motor torque at the point of application by providing DC
magnet operated electric shoe type brakes having a max-torque rating of 190% of
motor torque. W{thin the main hoist unit a dual load path is also employed as
described in paragraph 2.0, wherein either load path utilizes the, two holding brakes
required by C~UlA #70 (See Fig. 4). Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate that the design has
two brakes attached to the load at all times. Figure 4 shows the torque path from
each brake to the cable drum which in turn is connected to the load. Figure 5
shows the torque path of each brake in the event of a hypothetical failure in the
gear train,
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The position of the failure is purely arbitrary and can occur at
any point in the dark line which schematically represents the torque path. One
exception to the above would be the occurrence of the failure at the brake itself,
which, includes the shafting mounting the brake. However, the second brake provides
redundancy for the failure of the first one.
"
The brakes incorporated are G.E. 's D.C. magnetic shoe brakes. Their
design and history are well established. The circuitry is such that the setting
of the two brakes does not occur simultaneously. A resistor is installed in the
safety brake circuit to delay the discharge of the magnet and consequently, the
setting of the brake. The delay time is adjustable by the sizing of the resistor
and will be of a time duration of less than a second. The time delay is necessary
in that harsh braking as a consequence of oversized brakes can have detrimental
consequences on a hoist design. An excessively high level of braking torques can
introduce stress levels in the high speed shaft connections which would be experienced only during the braking cycle and introduce a stress situation that would
otherwise not exist.
We have reviewed the present design which is limited to the space
requirements established by the existing bridge, and have concluded that we do not
have sufficient space to accept the installation of four brakes. Concurrently, it
is also our opinion that the use of four brakes instead of two would simply complicate
the maintenance, rendering the crane more subject to personnel error with the potential
consequence of harsh stopping conditions introducing shaft stresses, which would be
better avoided.
(b) A review of the hoist brakes arrangement design has indicated the
following considerations be analyzed.
1.

Overtorque due to failure of drive motors and controls.

2.

Effects of failure of holding brakes.

Our analysis of the effects of an overtorque failure has resulted
in the following considerations:
The design of the hoist system utilizes DC motors and controls. The
motor torque output is a consequence of its external demand. The control circuitry
is designed to establish the rate at which the external torque demand is supplied
and also to limit the magnitude of the torque available from the motor. Because"
of this characteristic a failure of the control circuitry alone would not create
excessive motor torques. External influences such as a hook overload or failed
holding brakes must be present.
In the circumstance of hook overload the hoisting system is provided
with a load sensing device which in turn is backed-up by a motor current limiting
device which will limit the motor torque to approximately 150% of its full load
rating. All system components are adequate to resist the loadings created under
this situation. The holding brakes are electrically released and spring set, and
the consequence of any form of failure is that the brakes fail-safe to the load
holding position. If one or both of the brakes should fail to open, the motor
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will stall and kick-out on the overloads. The corresponding stalled torque of the
motor will be experienced by the high speed shaft connecting the motor to the brakes,
only. Considering the fact that these components are designed to a minimum safety
factor of 5 for the total load (safety factor of 10 for shared loads) the stalled
torque will be no problem. All other components in the gear train, reeving, etc.,
will' not-experience any additional loading due to the situation.
(c) With respect to a malfunction of the control braking mEans our
investigation of our system has indicated the following:
The Maxspeed 320 system includes regenerative braking at the DC
motor as the control breaking means. The circuit includes a device which will
detect loss of regenerative breaking capability. Should this occur, the holding
brakes will automatically set thereby stopping the crane hoisting functions. An
inching drive is available to lower load, complete hoisting operation to relieve
crane of its load and place into a standby condition for possible repair.
2.6

(

Trolley Drive Brakes

In conformance to the CMAA 070 specification, the trolley drive is
provided with a brake having a torque rating of approximately 50% that of the
trolley motor. In addition, a second similar type brake is also used. One is
provided to stop the motor rotor energy and is mounted on a motor shaft extension.
The other is mounted outboard of the trolley drive gear case. It provides a
braking means to the trolley momentum. Each brake can stop the trolley in the
event of failure of the other brake and therefore each brake is a redundant brake
for the other. Both brakes act simultaneously and are DC solenoid operated
electric shoe type.
The trolley drive control provides for regenerative electrical braking
and controlled stepless deceleration.
2.7

Modified Hook Details

The block design is such that either hook can be rotated easily with
respect to each other when in an unloaded condition. When full load is being
shared by the two hooks rotation is still possible but is designed to be difficult
to prevent any indiscriminate relative rotation. This is accomplished by using
an antifriction thrust bearing on the "sister" type hook with a bronze bushed
thrust bearing used on the II eye ',' type hook.
The nominal design clearance between the outer face of the "eye" hook
shank and the inner face or bore of the "sister" hook shank is 1/16 inch. This
is intentional to avoid angular displacements of the two hooks. Sufficient
clearance is left for normal rotational movements expected.
The two hooks can be disassembled for periodic inspection and cleaning
if necessary. Maintenance procedures will include this in their scope, as well
as the application of suitable silicone lubricants to coat the hidden surfaces
for smooth operation and corrosion resistance.
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2.8

Component Adequacy

The trolley design provides for a component failure analysis which has
been prepared by the crane vendor. A listing of all components within the load
path is shown and is as follows. While the hoist system design is predicated upon
a dual load path, some items within the path cannot be made redundant. Where full
redundant features are not feasible or are impractical or impossible, consideratio
has been given to retain or capture a failed single element to avoid loss of load.
Increased design safety factors are used in all these non-redundant areas.
Within the dual load path the design criteria is such that all dual
elements will comply with CMAA 870 allowable stresses except for the hoisting
rope, which is governed by more stringent job specification criteria. All other
single element components have been designed to a minimum factor of safety of
8.2 based on the ultimate strength of the material. The normal design criteria
in the CMAA 870 considers the ultimate strength rather than the yield strength.
While all components are, of course, designed within the yield strength, no basis
or standard of comparison of values is thus readily available. In many of the
machinery items the relative standards of comparison are found within other codes
or standards such as AGMA for gear design which primarily relates to durability
1n addition to strength.
2.9

(

New Components

The new redundant hoisting system and components will be designed in
accordance with CMAA #70. The trolley will also be designed in accordance with
CMAA 070 as well as the mandatory requirement of OSHA.
The sister hook and eye connector are fabricated and finished machined
from forging quality steel slabS. Hook shall be tested for cracks, flaws or other
defects by both ultrasonic and magnetic particle tests. Certified mill test
certifications have been provided for ropes, hook slabS, and structural members
carrying hook loadings to the bridge rails.
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COMPONENT FAILURE ANALYSIS
100/5 TON CAP REACTOR ROOM CRANE

FOR THE
NEBRASKA PUBLIC POWER DISTRICT
COOPER NUCLEAR STATION, BROWNVILLE, NEBRASKA

Item fJ

Descr~tion

Safety
Factor
Ultimate

Safety
Factor
Yield

Redundant
Yes or No

1

Sister Hook

10.7

5.4

Yes

2

Lifting Eye

9.2

4.6

Yes

3

Hook Swivel

10.7

4.7

No

4

Hoist Rope

9.95

5

1st Red
Pinion

76.8

53.3

Yes

6

1st Red Gear

37.4

15.77

Yes

7

1st Red Shaft

48.0

32.0

Yes

8

2nd Red Pinion

32.4

24.2

Yes

9

2nd Red Gear

15.8

10

2nd Red Shaft

67.0

11

Drum Pin Shaft

14.1

9.43

Yes

12

Pinion Key

16.4

8.9

Yes

13

Gear Key

13.1

7.15

Yes

6.56

6.68

Failure Protection if
No Redundancy is
Provided

Block Housing

Result of Failure if
No Redundancy is
PrOVided

.

Sheaves will be displaced vertically by
about ~..

n

zen
I

IN
IN

Yes

Yes

f
0.

51.5

Yes

!':l
/1)

::I

~

.~
IN
W

/""'-.

~

COMPONENT FAILURE ANALYSIS (Cont'd)

i,
Item #

14

Description

Safety
Factor
Ultimate

Safety
Factor
Yield

Redundant
Yes or No

Failure Protection if
No Redundancy is
Provided

Result of Failure if
No Redundancy is
Provided

Extension
Shaft

47.2

31.4

Yes

15

Coupling Key

19.1

10.5

Yes

16

Extra Red
Pinion

32.4

24.2

Yes

17

Extra Red Gear

15.8

6.68

Yes

18

Main Drum

8.2

5.9

No

19

Drum Shaft

15.2

12.0

No

20

Drum BRG
Support

20.9

9.6

No

Increased Safety Factor

Uncontrolled Descent
of Load

Drum Pinion
BRG Support

38.0

17.4

No

Increased Safety Factor

Uncontrolled Descent
of Load

22

Rope Anchor

14.1

10.6

Yes

23

Equalizer Bar

29.8

15.6

Yes

24

Equl. Bushing

28.1

21.2

No

Safety Lugs to Catch Hub

Drum ~ill be displaced
vertically by 1/8"

n

z

tf.l

21

I

I..>
W

I

25

Equalizer Pin

16.2

11.2·

No

Equalizer Bar
on Pin
Support Frame
Equalizer Bar

~ill

~ill

Rest

Catch

Equalizer Bar ~ill be
displaced vertically
by 3/8"
Equalizer Bar will be
displaced vertically
by l~"

~
tlI

.•

::l
Co
9

I

(Il

;:l
rT

I

z

o

I..>
I..>

I

~)

/".

COMPONENT FAILURE ANALYSIS (Cont' d)

Item If

DescriPtion

26

Equalizer Bar
Support Frame

Safety
Factor
Ultimate

Safety
Factor
Yield

5.3

11. 7

Redundant
Yes or No
No

Failure Protection if
No Redundancy is
Provided

Result of Failure if
No Redundancy is
ProVided

Load Girt will Catch
Equalizer Bar

Equalizer Bar will be
displaced vertically
by llt;,.

-

i

,

27

28
29

i

Load Sensing
Sheave Frame

34.7

18.1

No

Increased Safety Factor

Uncontrolled Descent
of Load

Sheave Pins

50.3

33.3

No

Sheave Frame will Catch
Sheaves

Sheaves will be displaced vertically by

Load Girt will Catch
Sheave Frame

Sheave Frame will be
displaced vertically
by ~"

Load Cell Pins

9.25

.

7.34

No

I
I
~If

I
(")

z(f)
I

W

30

Rod Eye

8.1

4.1

No

31

Load Cell
Bracket

8.2

3.8

No

12.4

8.2

No

32

Upper Sheave
Pin

33

Drive Chain

34

Main Load
Girt I

10.6

15.2

14.0

.

7.3

No

No

II

..

"
"

Sheave Frame will Catch
Sheaves

Sheaves will be displaced vertically by

Increased Safety Factor

Overspeed Switch will
Set Brakes

..

W

~"

?;
E.
a
(l)

Uncontrolled Descent
of Load

I\)

::l
rt

35

Main Load
Girt II

z

9.1

4.7

No

"

o

"

w
w

r--

:-';;J

COMPONENT FAILURE ANALYSIS (Cont'd)

Item If

Description

Safety
Facoor
Ultimate

36

Trolley Truck

9.5

37

Trolley Wheel
Axle

8.8

5.9

No

n

38

Bridge Truck

11.6

5.8

No

If

39

Bridge Wheel
Axle

11.9

7.95

No

"

5.6

2.86

No

n

40

Bridge Girders

Safety
Factor
Yield

Redundant
Yes or No

5.0

No

Failure Protection if
No Redundancy is
Provided
Increased Safety Factor

Result of Failure if
No Redundancy is
Provided
Load Girts will be displaced vertically by ~..

i

Truck will be displaced
vertically by ~"
Truck will be displaced
verticall.y by ~"
n

Uncontrolled Descent
of Load

n

zen

...,...,I

.

~

II)

::l

0-

S

II)

..,.

::l

z
o
t..:

t..:
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Redundant Hoist System Test Program

A detailed series of field operating and lifting tests will be established
to demonstrate satisfactory functional and operating capability of the revised crane
and trolley components. Test procedures will also include the measurement of crane
clearances, crane operating limits, as well as visual inspection of stressed crane
parts. All testing will be done to meet the requirements of ANSI B30.2.0, 1967
code plus additional requirements as described herein.
The following summarizes the testing to be performed relative to the
crane's ability to handle and operate with its rated load.
a.

Shop Testins

(1) Shop testing shall consist of general running tests of all
motors, shafting and gearing in accordance with ANSI B30.2.0 - 1967 code, and
includes correction of all noted deficiencies prior to shipment of parts to site.
Each motor shall also be given a routine factory test as defined in NEMA MGl.

N

....

+
Q

(2) Rope Tests~ Pull tests of hoisting cables will be performed by
the rope vendor. All ropes shall be manufactured without splices throughout its
cable length. Sample pieces from each rope used shall be destructively broken to
determine its ultimate strength.
(3) Hook and Eye: Each hook shall be proof load tested by a total
vertically applied uniform load of 200 percent of its rated capacity. After
completion of this test, the hooks shall be given a magnetic particle inspection
and a recheck of its dimensions.
I

(4) Trolley Welds: Visual inspection with weld size gage as well
as magnetic particle inspection for selected welds to be noted on the shop drawings.
(5)
b.

Gearing with associated parts shall be magnetic particle tested.

Field Testing
(1)

No Load Test

Prior to initial crane usage, and as least annually, the crane
will be subject to a complete no-load run-through testing program.consisting of,
but not limited to the items listed below. Operations shall be performed from
each of the two (2) control points, i.e., from the pendant control station and
the crane bridge control cab.
(a) Operate the bridge, trolley and hoist throughout the entire
range of their travel. Clearance requirements will be reviewed during this testing
sequence and corrected if ,necessary.
(b)

Operate all brakes to assure that they are properly adjusted.

(c) Set upper and lower hoist limit SWitches; after limit
switches have been set. repeat the operation to assure proper switch response.
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(d) Check for proper contact of trolley and runway current
collectors and conductors throughout the entire length of travel.
(e) Check for proper engagement of bridge and trolley with
the stops at the ends of the girder.
(f) With hook at its extreme lower limit of travel, check to
see that at least two full turns of rope remain on drum.
(g) With the hook at the extreme upper limit of travel, check
to see that there is no overlapping of rope on drum.
(h) Accurately measure the no load speeds for all crane
motions at each control point.
(i) Check all limit switches for proper response when procedural
controls for cask handling operation are in effect.
(2)

Load Tests

Initial lift with a load of 25 tons to 35 tons on main hoist,
a rerun of the testing noted in r-wi11 be done with the following exceptions:

.(

(a)

Crane clearances need not be checked •

(b)

Crane stop engagement need not be checked.

(c)

Extent of rope on drum need not be reviewed.

(d)
need not be reviewed.

Limit switch settings for cask handling procedural controls

Overload Test
l25~ overload test (100 ton main hoist).
This test will be
performed with the crane hoist system extended to the 903 1 -6" level (grade floor)
and the lifting of the load some 3-4 feet above this floor, making visual inspection
of all crane parts and checking that no undue straining is evident while holding
the load at this height. No crane movements, other than the initial vertical lift,
will be performed during this test.

Rated Load Test
100% load test of main and auxiliary hoists shall then be
undertaken. checking-the follOWing:
(a)

Test hoist brakes to ascertain that the crane can stop

(b)

Hoist speeds shall be checked.

(c)

Upper and lower limit switches shall be checked.

and hold the load.
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(d) Trolley and bridge brakes shall be checked for satisfactory operation under full load.
(e) Check operation of the hoist, trolley and bridge throughout the entire travel length and vertical lift.
(f) All movements of the crane, with its pendant controls and
associated limit SWitches with respect to the procedural operation of the crane
during cask handling operations shall be checked.

(3)

Redundant Hoist Test

With 100% load on crane main hoist, and main hoist reeving
fully extended through hatch to grade level, redundant features of hoisting
mechanisms shall be checked as follows:
is carried by.

~

(a) Set balance beam such that the entire main hoist load
the reeving,
(b)

Lift load 3 to 4 feet above 903'-6" level and hold.

(c)

Visually check entire crane for signs of undue straining.

(d) Lower load to floor and repeat the above testing program
with other portion of crane reeving.
With 100% load on crane main hoist, with main hoist reeving
fully extended through hatch to grade level, balance beam cutoff limit switches
shall be checked for-each side of redundant reeving to determine that switches
cut-off all crane operations when balance beam bottoms out.
Testing criteria shall be established prior to actual test
program being carried out at the eNS site. Program shall be established with
the coordination of the crane manufacturer (Whiting Corp.) and provisions have
been made to have all testing performed with the supervision of the crane
manufacturer.
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4.0

Redundant Hoist System Sahtr Features

4.1

Description of Load Carrying Path

A thorough, careful and practical analysis was made of the hOisting
system in view of component failure. In the event of any load path component
malfunctioning, personnel will first investigate the nature of the malfunction.
The design intent is to first consider total system safety and second, to allow
for continued operation where possible under an emergency type condition.
After inspection of the malfunction, continued operation may either
progress or a hold may be necessary to clear any possible jamming in the load
path. Time requirements thus far are minimal. in suspension of a loaded cask
movement, to preclude the necessity for external cooling.
Should the component failure be unable to be cleared or replaced with
the loaded cask fully supported by the trolley, the use of four - 25 ton comealongs is planned. These would be supported from the bridge girders to release
the load during the repair period.

.(

Considering the design safety intent all members of the load bearing
hoist path have a minimum safety factor of 5:1 and in many instances considerably
greater than 5:1. Wherever feasible, redundant protection is provided or a means
provided to capture a failed component to prevent an uncontrolled descent of the
load .
Beginning with the hook block. failure of either hook would alloW
operation to continue. The block is arranged such that if we follow the load
path from the hooks through the hook nuts and bearings to the swivels, the next
possible point of failure is the swivel. While this could possible render the
hoist inoperative, no loss of. load would occur since the block construction would
capture the failed components. To reduce the likelihood of a suspended operation
at this.point. the swivel has a safety factor of at least 10.7:1 on ultimate.
The load path next continues to the sheaves within the load block. The
failure of any given sheave would not result in' a loss of load and the system could
continue to operate by resorting to half the reeving.
The load path continues to the cable itself, and with a redundant reeving
system, a failure of either of the two cables would not render the system inoperable
if the failed cable is removed. In fact, conSidering the nature of a cable failure,
it is quite possible that because of the resulting stretch due to plastic strain,
or due, to individual cable strand failure, the load would transfer to the other set
of cables, resulting in a cessation of the failure of the original set of cables.
The consequence of this may be that continued operation could result without any
correction of the failed cable. The elastic stretch of the rope under shock load
(transition impact) is approximately 2/3 inch for each 10 foot of hook extension.
The load path next continues to the upper sheave nest and equalizer
system also containing a load cell system. Here again, a failure of the load cells
will not render the system inoperable and positive retentive means has been prOVided.
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The same applies for the sheaves or sheave pins. Failure in either of these two
systems would result in the use of half the reeving. The equalizer system follows
the same pattern. The failure of the sheave pin or the equalizer bar pin would
not result in loss of load and the system would not be rendered inoperable; the
load would again be carried on one-half the reeving. This reflects efforts to
present a safe system and a system which minimizes the shock in the load transfer.
Doth ends of the separate reeving are attached to the equalizer bar. Loss of the
load on either of the two rope systems would result in rotation of the equalizer
bar. This rotation would occur at a relatively slow velocity because of the
hydraulic dampers imposed.
The load path continues up to the drum (See Fig. 3) which is a single
element in the design. A failure at the middle of the drum could result in the
loss of the load. A review of the geometry would show that the drum is 58" in
diameter and less than 16' long. This depth to length configuration falls far
short of the requirements to consider it as a beam in bending. The stress
analysis is generally a local stress consideration and in turn the stresses
produced are primarily in compression. These conditions reduce the probability
of crack propagation which would be the primary concern for failure of a drum.
The stress level employed for this particular case is lower than those used in
a conventional design (safety factor B.2 vs. 5). Furthermore; there has been no
reported experience concerning a failure of the drum at the centerline.

The other single element aspect of the design are the drum shafts
located at the ends of the drums. Provisions have been made to capture the drum
in the event of a failure of the drum shafts. The retention system is such that
operation could be continued if the drum shaft were to fail, at least in the
lowering direction.
The load path continues through either 'of the two gear boxes to the
input shafts and on into the main hoist motor. (See Fig. 4 & Fig. 5). Either
of the two gear boxes are designed to accommodate the entire load. A failure 'in
either of the gear boxes would not render the system inoperative. The obstruction
that results from the failure would have to be removed, but upon removal, the
system would be capable of full hoisting and lowering. A failure of the motor
would, of course, render the system inoperable. A separate hoist inching mechanism
has been provided as an alternate means of operation should the main hoist motor
fail (See paragraph 2.3). There are two shoe brakes provided (See paragraph 2.5).
Tn both cases the show brake is fail-safe in that they set under a power loss.
Should a complete power loss occur and the load must be removed from the crane,
lowering can be accomplished by alternately releasing the electric show brake.

4.2

Lead Line Safety Factors

The following analysis establishes the actual rope safety factors for
both the Static Factor of Safety as well as the Lead Line Factor of Safety!
Rated Load Capacity
Block & Rope Weight Estimated
Breaking strength

l~"

=

=

200,000 lbs.
20.500 Ibs.
220,500 lbe.

AAA-IWRC Bright Strength - 175,800 lbe.
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Static Factor of Safety = 175,800 x 12
220,500

e

9.567:1

Static Factor of Safety at 1.07G Maximum Vertical Seismic

=

175,800 x 12 ~ 8.94i4:1
220,500 x 1.07
Static Factor of Safety Combined Seismic and Load Transfer Shock =

8.9414
3

a

2.9804

Lead Line Factor at 12 Parts = 0.099 with Bronze Block Sheaves
Lead Line Safety Factor =

175,800
220,500 x 0.099

= 8.053:1

In the event of a complete single component rope failure on Qne half of
the reeving, operation of the cask movement may continue after removing the failed
rope. It is anticipated that such a failure can be sufficiently cleared in approximately 2-3 hours if the trolley is'over the operating floor at the time. If rope
failure occurs while over the spent fuel pool or main entry hatch, an additional
several hours may be required for the type of personnel scaffolding needed to
reach the affected parts.
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~

5.1

Cask Description

The District plans to use the General Electric IF300 spent fuel shipping
cask (See Fig. 6) for the initial shipment of spent fuel from the Cooper Nuclear
Station site. The IF300 cask is designed to ship eighteen (18) BWR (7 x 7) or
(8 x 8) fuel elements irradiated to design exposures. Failed fuel can also be
accommodated.
The cask weight when loaded is between 135,000 and 140,000 pounds
depending on the particular type of fuel being shipped. The skid and cooling
system weigh approximately 35,000 pounds.
port.

The cask is mounted on the skid in a horizontal position during transTransportation is primarily by rail.

~
I

V-

o

The IF300 cask if lifted to its vertical position utilizing the set of
trunnions located below the closure head flange. The upper set of lifting rings
also acts as the forward support axial restraint when the cask is in the horizontal
transport position.
5.2
.

(

Cask Lifting Yoke

Figure 7 is a schematic layout of the IF300 cask redundant lifting yoke .
The system is an active/passive one where the redundant portions become load
bearing only when there is a failure of a primary lifting component. The system
is zero-backlash so that upon failure of a primary component there is a nildisplacement load transfer to the secondary components.
a.

Crane ijook/Yoke

Interfac~

Redundant crane hook designs provide for at least two separate load
paths from the cask yoke to the bottom block. Our design utilizes this form of
coaxial hooks such that a single assembly provides the necessary degree of redundancy.
The IF300 yoke concept is compatible with this redundant interface.
.
Referring to Figure 7 the primary connection to the redundant hook
is through a 6" diameter pin (pt. 5). Connection to the secondary system is via
the two smaller 4 ~" diameter pins (pt. 13). The small pins would also be used
if the secondary load-path used links or cables. Our crane manufacturer, Whiting,
provided redundancy through a central hole engagement and two sister hook palm
engagements. Whiting's central eye pick-up is a separate component passing through
and extending below the sister hook.
b.

Lifting Yoke
The lifting yoke is in fact two yokes, one active and one passive.
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(1)

Active Yoke

(Pr~marr)

The active yoke consists of two fixed arms (pt. 3), a crossmember structure (pt. 4) and a pin assembly (pt. 5). As discussed in paragraph
5.2a the 6" diameter pin engages the central hole of the building crane. The pin
has a retracting mechanism for ease in engagement. The deep J-Hooks on the yoke
arms engage the cask trunnions (pt. 2) mounted between the upper pair of impact
rings. Section 5.11 of the IF300 caRk Design and Analysis Report (Docket 70-1220)
contains the detailed J-hook yoke analysis.
(2)

Passive Yoke (Secondary)

The passive yoke consists of two vertically movable arms
(pt. 8), a cross-member structure (pt. 12), two 4~" diameter pins (pt. 13), 'a
power-screw mechanism (pts. 9 & 10) and an air cylinder assembly (pt. 11). As
described in paragraph 5.2a the 4~" diameter pins engage the secondary load path
9f the redundant hook. The movable arms retract to provide clearance during cask
uprighting operations. In the extended position the arms engage the cask-mounted
secondary support structure (pt. 7) via the two 2-7/8" diameter air operated pins.
Arm movement is achieved through a travelling block on an air motor-powered
threaded shaft. This power screw is also a load bearing member (on failure of
the active yoke). The zero-backlash feature is achieved through air-motor reversal
following cask/yoke pin engagement.
c.

Cask-mOunted Support Structure

The secondary support structure (pt. 7) is a stainless steel weldment
which is bolted to the cask at the reactor site just prior to cask uprighting. Its
length is such that the upper end pin engagement block falls well above the cask
center-of-gravity when in the vertical position. The L-shape at the bottom end of
the structure fits beneath the lowermost cask impact ring. The structure is
secured to both lower impact rings by eight 3/4 inch bolts. Stability of this
component when under load is achieved by the L-engagement and the wide base at the
bolting planes. Two such structures are used per cask, mounted on opposite sides
along the cask axial centerline as illustrated in Figure 7.
d.

Materials and
(1)

Fabricat~on

Materials
The following table lists the major components of the redundant

system and the materials of construction.

TABLE 1
Component

Material

Primary Yoke
6" Dia. pin
cross members
arms

AISI 4340 steel
ASTH A-514 steel
ASTM A-SI4 steel
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TABLE I (Cont'd)

(2)

Component

Material

Cask Body
trunnion blocks
trunnion block pins
structural rings

AISI 4340 steel
AlSI 4340 steel
Type 216 St. steel

Secondary yoke
~" dia. pins
cross members
travelling arm
travelling block
power screw
fixed top block
block guides
lower pin
lower pin fork
travelling block key
travelling block stop

AISI 4340 steel
ASTM A-5l4 steel
Type 216 St. steel
Type 216 St. steel
17-4 ph St. steel, H-ll50
ASTM A-181 G2 steel
ASTM A-5l4 steel
AlSI 4340
Type 216 St. steel
Type 304 St. steel
A-283 grade D steel

Secondary Support Structure
pin engagement block
support weldment
mounting bolts

Type 216 St. steel
Type 216 St. steel
A-325 Type 1 steel

Fabrication

Structure fabrication will be performed to standards consistant
with the service intended. All material will be certified as to chemical and physical
properties. In addition, all stressed members will be ultrasonically inspected for
internal defects. Welding will be performed by qualified personnel to approved
procedures. Welder and weld qualifications will be done in accordance with Section
IX of the ASME code.
Stainless steel welds will be inspected using liquid penetrant
techniques. Structural steel welds will be inspected using liquid penetrant or
magnetic particle methods. All fabrication documentation will be collected and
retained for the lifetime of the equipment. Any repairs or modifications to the
equipment will be performed and inspected to standards comparable to those of the
original fabrication. A Visual and functional inspection of the system will be
performed on at least an annual basis.
e.

RedundanGY

The IF300 cask redundant lifting device by virtue of the primary
yoke/secondary yoke system is capable of sustaining the complete and instantaneous
failure of any single stressed member without a subsequent dropping of the load.
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There are two failure points of the primary lifting yoke which
characterize all possible yoke failure modes. These points are 1) the 6" diameter
hook/yoke interface pin; 2) one of the two cask/yoke interface connections, either
the J-hook, trunnion or trunnIOn pin. The first case places the entire cask load
on the secondary system. The second case has one side of the cask supported by
the primary yoke pin and one leg while the other side is supported by the secondary
yoke and leg.

All structures and attachment points are coplanar so that there is
no rotation of the cask upon primary lifting device failure. There is no slack
in the system, thus there is load transfer but no impact loading due to cask
downward movement. In fact, it would be a rather unique failure, namely one with
no yielding (i.e., displacement) to shift the complete load to the secondary
system.
f.

Crane Load

The design basis for the IF300 cask yoke is three times the normally
loaded weight or force. The maximum cask weight is 140,000 pounds, thus the load
applied to each side of the yoke (primary and secondary) 1s (140,000 ~2) x (3) m
210,000 pounds. The primary yoke pin supports the total weight and was analyzed
under a 420,000 pound load.
g.

Analysis Summary

A summary of the stresses relative to the major components of yokes
are presented below:

(1)
load.

Primaty Yoke

The primary yoke was analyzed based on three times the static
Safety factors are based on material yield strength.
Component
J-hook
Cross member
Arm
Yoke pin
(2)

load.

Max. St):'eas

74.1
34.1
13.16
60.4

ksi
ksi
ksi
ksi

Safety Factor
1.21
2.64
6.84
2.07

Secondary Yoke

The secondary yoke was analyzed based on three times the static
Safety factors are based on material yield strength.
ComEonent

Max. Stress

Lifting arm
Lock pin
Lifting fork
Structural ring

119.8
56.3
56.7

Yoke pin

49.32 ksi
ks!
kai
ks!
115.0 kosi
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Note:

h.

All stresses and safety factors noted above are
based on the criteria set forth under paragraph 5.2.f
namely the load applied to yoke is three times the
normally loaded weight or force.

Conclusions

This section of the report has described the design of the redundant
lifting device for the General Electric IF300 spent fuel shipping cask. The
supporting calculations show that under the single failure of any portion of the
primary yoke system, the secondary system will prevent the cask from dropping and
perform tois function without exceeding the yield strength of either system.
5.3

Cask Handling Safety Criteria

The yoke and trunnion design will provide for the safe retention of the
cask even in the event of a single trunnion failure.
It is presently
in such a manner that its
assure the crane operator
openings and/or the spent

intended to move the fuel cask above the operating floor
base will be from 6 to 9 inches above the floor, to
that the cask will clear all the curbs around the hatch
fuel pool.

Due to the redundant yoke arrangement, we have minimized possible
damage to the pool walls due to any postulated cask rotation in a plane perpendicular to the plane of the cask lifting yoke. The orientation of the cask
trunnions will be set such that they are nearly parallel to the pool wall (NorthSouth for Cooper). If damage to the cask seismic support structure should occur,
there will be no problem in placing the crane and cask into a safe operating mode.
Present planning includes the following procedures which will be administratively
employed for this situation:
a.

First determine cause of failure and remove cask and crane to a

safe area.
b. Should the seismic supports be damaged, clear debris away and
continue with operations after determining cause of failure and correcting.
Replacement of seismic supports will be accomplished as soon as practicable
after the incident.
Consideration of other emergency measures to be undertaken would depend
upon the extent of the damage incurred. In any case repairs will be effected and
pool water levels maintained. Should the cask be suspended in the air on the crane
for an abnormal length of time, it has been determined that assuming 120 day cooled
fuel irradiated to 35,000 MWD/T, the design heat load for the cask is 70 KW
about 220,000 btu/hour. Note that this is conservative by about a factor of 2 for
the anticipated,Cooper Station Usage. Tests on a 76 KW heat load with no cooling
system in operation resulted in a cask heat up to an equilibrium surface temperature
of 3120F over about 35 hours. From this test, it can be concluded that cask temperatures can be controlled by either water or air cooling. In any event if no cooling
is applied, cask heat-up would equalize at about 3000 F which can be considered
acceptable. There will be no damage to the fuel or release of fuel material to
the atmosphere. There will also be no structural damage to the cask itself due
to the temperature and pressure build-up.

o.
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6.0

Fuel Cask Handling

6.1

System Operation

Upon arrival of the IF300 cask at the reactor site the transport vehicle
is spotted under the redundant crane. At Cooper Nuclear Station the RR air lock
and access hatch is in the southwest corner of the Reactor Building. The exclusion
cages on the RR caskcar are rolled back and the upper cooling ducts extended outboard thus providing total access to the cask from above. Using the building
crane, the two secondary support structures are positioned on the cask sides and
bolted into place.
Crane inspection will be completed and the crane will be used to move
all heavy items which may obstruct the cask movements on the 1001'-0" level and
thence made ready for the cask operation.
The redundant yoke with the movable arms in the .retracted position is
mounted on the building crane hook as described in paragraph 5.2.a. This assembly
is then engaged to the cask using the primary yoke deep J-hooks and the cask lifting trunnions. After removal of the tiedown pins, the cask is rotated to the
vertical position (see Fig. 8) and removed from the transport skid. At this point
in time the movable arms are extended downward until they contact the engagement
blocks at the top of the secondary support structure. Once contact is made the
air driven pins are inserted thus locking the yoke to the structure. The arm air
motors are reversed to take-up any clearances. The system is now redundant and
cask movement to the pool can occur.
After the cask has been raised to its vertical position it will be freed
from its pivot cradle, test lifted (see paragraph 6.2) and then lifted to the
operating floor at elevation 1001'-0" (See Fig. 9). Sections of handrail around
the hatch will be removed and the cask moved north f~om point HI to point 02 over
the cask wash down area. Cask will be kept from 6 to 9 inches above the floor
during these movements. At point U2 the cask can be set down should a delay occur
precluding its acceptance into the fuel pool. If the delay is anticipated to be
of some duration, the cask will be left in the wash down area and tied down to
prevent possible seismic overturn.
Prior to moving from paint #2 eastward across the floor to point U3,
the cask head bolts will be removed and the yoke cables attached to the head. The
cask will then be moved sequently to point #3, thence southward to point 04 and
thence eastward to pOint #5 which is directly over its lowering position in the
fuel pool. The cask will then be lowered into the storage pool onto a I inch
thick stainless steel plate welded to the pool liner. The closure beams around
the seismic supports within the fuel pool will be set in place and the cask will
now be secure within the pool.
The cask which has been placed on the pool-bottom pad shall now be
readied for fuel loading. The air motor is used to establish removal clearance
on the lower pins. This is done by driving the secondary arms downward. Retraction
of the air-operated pins frees the redundant system from the cask. The movable arms
are retracted and the primary yoke disengaged by a lowering and traversing operation,
thus freeing the entire assembly from the cask. Head removal can be done using
either slack cables suspended from the primary yoke cross member or by employing a
separate lifting deVice.
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Following fuel loading and head replacement, the above procedure is
reversed for yoke reconnection. The primary yoke engages the cask trunnions. Then
the secondary arms are extended and pinned to the cask-mounted structure. Air
motor reversal eliminates the slack and cask removal from the pool can proceed.
The cask will then backtrack through the movements previously described to the
cask wash down area where it will be decontaminated for Shipment. Replacement of
the decontaminated cask onto its transporter is also just the opposite of its
removal. This involves retraction of the secondary pins and arms. Placement of
the cask onto its pivot cradle and rotation to the horizontal position.
The use of a passive secondary system simplifies cask handling operations
and equipment design. The IF300 cask redundant yoke does not require that the cask
be set down following uprighting to engage the second system. The size of the
actuating equipment can be kept small because the loads involved are only the yoke
components, not some fraction of the cask weight. The design is quite simple and
the actuating components have been used extensively in underwater nuclear
applications.
6.2

Safety Features

Prior to cask handling operations the crane will receive a visual
inspection of the following:

.('.
;

a.

Cables

b.

Sheaves

c.

Hook

d.

All pins and shackles

Following the above inspections no-load mechanical and electrical tests
will be conducted to test operations of the crane controls, brakes, and lifting
speeds. A load test will then be performed by lifting the empty cask a few feet
off of its support, suspending it there. and visually checking all stressed
components to verify that no significant movements are occurring. The above
inspections and prelifting procedures shall meet the requirements of OSHA and
ANSI B30.2.0.
Only after confirmation of the operational acceptability of the crane
will the cask be hoisted to the operating floor and moved over its prescribed
path to its position in the fuel storage pool.

0
~
\~

I

Travel to the storage pool will be limited by the established procedural ~
controls, consisting of the following. To assist the crane operator in meeting
()
the selected points, these points shall be painted on the operating floor of the
Reactor Building.
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a. Sets of limit switches and trips will be installed to provide the
restricted area covetage of the crane while handling the critical fuel cask loads.
A complete description of the controlled path is shown on the enclosed Fig. 9
entitled "Plan at Elevation 1001'-0" - Horizontal Controlled Path of Spent Fuel
Cask". In conjunction with this drawing, Fig. a entitled "Fuel Cask Handling
Clearance Details" is also enclosed indicating in elevation the cask movements and
associated cask clearances.
b. The system includes a key lock selector unit added to the existing
pendant station for selection of "normal" or "restricted" modes of operation SUch
that the key must be inserted in the unit to change selection between modes, and
with the key removeable in the IIrestricted" mode only.

I,.

c. Limit switches Will include an additional screw type, field adjustable
limit switch on the main hoist for adjustment of cask elevation clearance over the
operating floor, and with repeatable accuracy of plus or minus ~ inch along with a
reset travel requirement of minus'l inch.
d. Track type limit switches have been provided for mounting on the crane
bridge along with appropriate trips for mounting on one runway and one trolley truck
to define horizontal travel of the vertical axis of the load to within the path
described on the enclosed Fig. 9. Field positioning of switches and trips along
with bridge and trolley speed and brake adjustments will determine accuracy and
repeatability of these horizontal limits. Proper adjustment and control of these
variables should provide an accuracy of plus or minus 2 inches at any border of
the critical area. The system will also include additional contactors and logic
circuitry to provide the following functions when the selector switch is locked
into the "restricted" mode.
(1) Loss of all horizontal motion capabilities if the main hook load
has not been raised to the critical elevation as defined by the hoist limit switch.
(2) Manually selectsble control of horizontal functions of either
bridge or trolley motions at the pendant station for any available direction of
travel which will keep the vertical axis of the load within the critical coverage
area.
(3) Automatic loss of horizontal drive capability if load is lowered
beyond reset point of hoist limit switch at wash down point or either normal landing
point until selector unit in pendant station hils been reset to "normal ll mode by the
administrator in charge of operations.
(4) Loss of all hoisting capability above preset hoist limit
elevation until selector unit in pendant station has been reset to "normal" mode
by administrator in charge of operations.
(5) Loss of all possibility of load motion if for any reason any
limit switch has been overdriven, until selector unit in the pendant station has
been returned to "normal" mode by the administrator in charge of operations.
(6) Replacement of the selector switch in the pendant station to
"normal" will negate all functions of the controlled Bystem and return all functions
of the crane to the "normal" operating mode. This mode selection will be under the
control of the administrator in charge of operations who is also in charge of the
key lock selector unit.
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7.0

Operator qualification

All crane operators shall be qualified in accordance with the requirements of ANSI B30.2.0.
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8.0

Construction Schedule

It is presently anticipated to erect the revised trolley as well as
dismantle and remove the existing trolley, during the period from July to
October 1974. This period is well in advance of the time the crane will be
required to handle the spent fuel cask, and will, therefore, enable the
completion of its testing program and operator training program.
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9.0

Preventive Maintenance Program

9.1
A preventive maintenance program will be established based on the crane
manufacturer's recommendations. Records of all work performed shall be maintained
and shall indicate dates, type of maintenance performed, names of personnel
performing work, and name of person in charge and accepting work. Records shall
be available to aPPointed personnel.
9.2
Replacement parts lists established by the crane manufacturer shall
indicate a quality at least equal to that originally specified. snd shall list
ordering instructions or parts to be maintained on inventory because of its
unique character.
9.3

A maintenance procedure will be established for controlling all work
This procedure shall
include but not be limited to the following:

d~ne on the crane after initiai installation and test.

a •. Precautions to be followed prior to start of repair work:
(1) Crane wiII be located as far away from pools as practicable
and shall not affect other operations in the area.

(2)

All controllers are in the "Off" position.

(3)

Main or emergency switch open and locked in the open position.

(4) Upon completion of repairs, the crane shall not be operated
until all safety devices have been reactivated.
9.4
Lubrication shall be performed on a regular basis as established by the
crane manufacturer. Lubricating systems shall be checked for delivery of lubricant
Lubrication shall follow crane manufacturer's recommendations as to points and
frequency of lubrication. lubrication levels, and types of lubricants to be used.
9.5
A visual inspection of all ropes shall be made prior to usage. Should
rope deterioration be noted resulting in appreciable loss of original strength,
a determination shall be made as to replacement or continued use of the rope.
All rope inspections shall meet the requirements of ANSI B30.2.0. Should rope
replacement be necessary, only new unspliced rope shall be used; of a quality
equal to or better than the rope being replaced.
9.6
Hooks shall be visually inspected prior to usage. Acceptance of worn,
bent or other hook deficiencies shall be in accordance with the requirements of
ANSI B30.2.0.

9.7
All other crane components such as slings, shackles, and other functional
operating mechanisms shall be inspected in accordance with the requirements of
ANSI B30.2.0.
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APPENDIX
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1.

Figure 1 - Rope Reeving Diagram

2.

Figure 2 - Typical Rope Reeving Diagram for 12
Parts of Rope

3.

Figure 3 - Plan View of Trolley with Dual Load Path
Main Hoist

. 4.

Figure 4 & Figure 5 - Block Diagram of Dual Holding
Brake Connection to Hook Load

5.

Figure 6 - General Electric IF300 Cask

6.

Figure 7 - Redundant Lifting Yoke

7.

Figure 8 - Fuel Cask Handling Clearance Details

8.

Figure 9 - Plan at Elevation 1001'-0" - Horizontal
Controlled Path of Spent Fuel Cask

9.

Universal Wire Products, Inc. Letter from
R. P. Ramsey - Chief Engineer
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March 11. 1974
Mr. P. J. Marchese, Manager
Crane Division
Whiting Corporation
Harvey, Illinois 60425
Dear Mr. Marchese:
Subject:

Cooper Nuclear Station
Nebraska Public Power District
1-100/5 Ton Redundant Trolley
Contract No. E68-36
Whiting Req. Nos. 62148-53

This letter is in response to your letter of February 27 asking for our comment
on the reverse bends imposed on a 1-1/4" rope on the redundant hoist system
designed and" built for subject company.
The most important drawing of the set which you sent 1s U-70069. This drawing
shows the traveling block in the extreme up position and thus represents the
most severe condition so far as reverse bends are concerned.
The distance from the center line of the fixed sheaves to a center line of the
sheaves in a movable block (point of tangency) is 71". The nest of sheaves is
on center line of the drum. The dimension of 71" is adequate to preclude any
serious effects from so-called reverse bends.
Furthermore, this is not a reverse bend since the rope is not changing direction
1800 but only 90 0 except for the lead lines which pass up to the drum; those do
change direction 1800 but the distance is so great that the effect would be negligible.
Reverse bends can be damaging to a piece of wire rope but it is our belief that for
this to be of any significance, the reverse bends must be close-coupled. That is,
the distance from the point of tangency on one sheave to the point of tangency on
the next sheave must be something like one or two lays of the rope. The lay of
this rope would be approximately 7-7/8". If you had a tangent to tangent distance
of between 7" and 14", there would be reason for some concern.
In your installation, however, you have 9 rope lays between points of tangency.
This gives the rope ample time to recover from the la~t bend before being required
to bend in the other direction.
The Federal Register, Volume 37 UZ02 dated October 18, 1972 in Section 1910.179
and Paragraphs 65 (2) states that all overhead and gantry cranes constructed and
installed after August 1971 shall meet ANSI Safety Code B-30.2. The referenced
code was written through the collaboration of a lot of good people. There is
nothing in that specification regarding reverse bends.

Mr. P. J. Marchese
Whiting Corporation
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We have referred to some fatigue data in which 1/2" rope was cycled over 12"
sheaves (DId ratio = 24) at a load of approximately 1/6 of its breaking strength.
A deliberate close-coupled reverse bend situation was used in order to accelerate the fatigue test. The rope ran between 16,000 and 18,000 cycles before
termination of the test. Termination was either complete failure of the rope or
failure of one strand in the rope (don't confuse one strand with one wire). We
cite these data not to condone reverse bends per se, but to show that reverse
bends are damaging only when close-coupled and even then after a considerable
number of cycles.
It should also be noted that the above referenced fatigue test was run at approximately 4 cycles per minute at ~hich speed sufficient heat was generated in the
rope to make it inadvisable to touch the rope with the bare hands. This heat
drives the lubricant out and acts against good fatigue results. In other words,
had this rope been operating under the same conditions, but at a slow enough rate
to avoid such heat rise, it undoubtedly would have gone considerably longer.
Furthermore,' had the spacing of the sheaves been opened up to two or three lays,
the rope probably would have gone two or three times as long.

,(

It is our opinion that the reverse bend which is involved in your design would
produce negligible results so far as rope deterioration is concerned. Most
certainly, the inspection requirements that now exist for all such equipment
under OSHA rules would be more than adequate to detect broken wires which
might develop at such imagined stress concentration points.
Finally, consider the relative movement of the block with respect to the fixed
sheaves. A section of rope which is just tangent to the upper sheaves will have
to move considerably more than 71" in order to become tangent to the block
because as the rope starts to move, the block is moving away from it and this
further increases the effective distance between tangent points.
We just can't agree there is a problem.
Very truly yours,
Universal Wire Products, Inc.
Original signed by
Richard P. Ramsey
Richard P. Ramsey, Chief Engineer
RPR/p
eCI

I~

Mr. J. Greenberg, Burns & Roe
D.A. Tuckerman
R. Space

